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8. Argument structure: Experimental tasks 
 
 
 
8.1 Introduction 
 
 
In this chapter I will review the verb argument structure task. The selection of subjects 
and the task design were outlined in section 3.4.2.2. To recapitulate, the research 
questions that are answered in this chapter are: 

- Do Dutch-speaking children with SLI differ from normals in their control of 
argument structure alternations and in their complementation of lexical verbs in 
general? 
- Do verb-morphological problems correlate with verb argument structure 
problems in the output of children with SLI? 

The first question regards sections 8.2 to 8.5. The second question is the topic of  8.7. 
First, I will discuss the alternations that are found in the children’s responses (8.2). It 
will turn out that the items that were prepared for eliciting alternation failed to work in 
several instances. For that reason, some items that worked relatively well will be 
separated from the set that did not. By highlighting some items that were successful 
elicitors, it will be possible to look in more detail at the different mappings from 
thematic roles to direct object noun phrases and oblique prepositional phrases. 
The results from the adult controls indicate that the realisation of alternations did not 
mirror the potential for alternation that was intended in the construction of the scenes. 
However, the children produced many of the verbs with accompanying complements. 
These complements in themselves can clarify the children’s awareness of 
subcategorisation and of the thematic roles that must be expressed in the sentence 
structure. The analysis will take the form of an inventory of verb complements (8.3). It 
will appear that a pattern develops that distinguishes the groups of language-impaired 
and normal children. This pattern is consistent with the one found for alternation. 
A separate task aimed at resultative predicates (8.4). In the section devoted to that task, 
the order of discussion I followed for alternation will be maintained: first linking 
(although of a different kind), then complementation. First I will monitor children’s 
willingness to select a direct object that is not directly affected by the action (shake the 
ball out of the tree, when the action involves shaking the tree, not the ball), and as 
such reflects linking of non-canonical theme and direct object. This ‘non-canonical 
linking’ will be contrasted with the children’s ability to link a theme that itself 
undergoes the action to object position. I will observe children’s awareness of 
limitations in the selection of verbs that do and do not admit secondary 
complementation. Subsequently, these verbs (including the control items) will be 
given the same treatment as the verbs in the alternation task: their complements will be 
categorised and counted in their own right in order to measure the children’s verb 
complementation skills (8.4.2.4). 
A final type of verb complementation that was explored is clausal complementation 
(8.5). With these verbs alternation is not at stake. They are included because they offer 
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an extra possibility of exploring children’s ability to complement verbs in complex 
ways. 
Finally, the second research question mentioned above will be answered (8.7). Within 
the group of language-impaired children a comparison will be drawn between children 
who exhibit obvious verb-morphological shortcomings and children whose language 
disorder does not show overtly in that area. The aim is to probe the correlation 
between symptoms in either area: the functional category complex described in 
Chapter 4 and the symptoms of difficulty with argument structure that are discussed in 
the present chapter. 
 
8.1.1 Analytical categories 
 
Because each alternation type recruits its own set of complements and because some 
distinctions are made in order to differentiate alternants that are exclusive for a verb or 
a verb class, a range of complement type categories will be required for the analysis. 
Throughout this chapter, full category labels will be given in the tables. In the text I 
will refer to codes that can be read as shorthand for the full category names. The codes 
are hybrid expressions that incorporate thematic roles and syntactic constituents. For 
example: DOT should be read as the expression of the theme role (T) by a direct 
object (DO); SADOG means that the subject (S) represents the agent role (A) and the 
direct object (DO) derives from the goal (G). In this way both ends of the semantic-
syntactic linking relationship are represented in a single category. I will include 
illustrative examples of representatives of these categories in each section. 
 
 
8.2 Verb argument structure alternation 
 
 
In Chapter 3, the design of the verb alternation task was described. The contrastive 
elicitation of alternants was illustrated as well (3.4.2.2.3). 
The elicitation procedure did not produce the desired number of alternations - for 
either language-impaired children or controls (see Table 8.1). Even so, it became clear 
that language-impaired children produced both alternants of the same verb less often 
than the control group. In total, 31 alternations were produced by the children in the 
SLI group and 61 by the vocabulary age matches. Since the number of potential 
alternations was 8, and the number of subjects for each group was 35, the potential for 
each group was 280 (though this number is flattered, as not all items have a similar 
propensity to produce alternating argument structures).  
Some items did not elicit many alternations. I suspect that alternation is a less common 
phenomenon in Dutch than in, say, English - this is supported by the outcomes of the 
group of adult subjects. Still, that does not sufficiently explain the children’s 
reluctance to use certain verbs in alternating frames. It certainly does not explain the 
lesser degree to which children with SLI produce verbs in alternating frames. 
 
An explanation for the low number of alternations among the children with SLI could 
be the conservative learning pattern on the part of these children that was suggested by 
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Rice (1991). A conservative learning pattern would result in a reluctance to generalise 
a verb frame beyond what is taken up from the input. I do not refer here to 
overgeneralisation in the sense of Bowerman (1982; 1989). Instead, such conservatism 
would show as the expression by the child of one alternant only. 
In concentrating on the scenes that were successful elicitors, I will seize the 
opportunity of taking a closer look at the items that were taken up in a more consistent 
way and that thereby provide a more valid way of assessing children’s insight into 
alternation. Comparing the groups for the alternation types they produce, the  most 
marked group difference was found for the locative alternation. Differences were 
significant for the total of alternations (p=0.0011; Z=-3.2708), for the causative-
inchoative alternation (p=0.0147; Z=-2.4393), and for the locative alternation 
(p=0.0094; Z=-2.5590). The dative item produced very few alternations in either 
group. The difference between the causative and locative alternations can be further 
illustrated by computing the share that each alternation type takes in the number of 
alternations (see Table 8.1) - this is a useful exercise, considering the different number 
of tokens. 
What makes the two alternation types distinct from each other? (I will ignore the 
single dative item for now). The causative/inchoative alternation allows one to express 
the theme either as the sentential subject or as the direct object. In the latter case, the 
agent is introduced in subject position, in the former there is no postverbal 
complement. So the alternation is between a sentence frame with one internal 
argument and a frame with none. The locative alternation, on the other hand, involves 
two internal arguments in each alternant. The alternation concerns the linking to direct 
object (or, in Dutch, prepositional phrase, henceforth PP) position of either theme or 
goal. So there are always two postverbal argument complements (I will return later to 
the additional option of substituting a particle for one of the arguments).  
The empirical difference between the two alternation types becomes more meaningful 
if this contrast is considered. While the issue of what precisely causes this dissociation 
has not been resolved, at least a correlation can be established between the frequency 
of the children’s productions and the complexity of the verbs’ argument structure, if 
we can interpret the requirement of an additional internal argument as a measure of 
increasing complexity.  
It may also be that the elicitation procedure for the locative alternation drew the focus 
of the children’s attention less successfully to the target (goal or theme) than the 
visualisation of the causative/inchoative items did for the theta-roles concerned. 
Although the focused role was visualised before the action and the child was asked to 
name the relevant object, both theme and goal were visible in the subsequent action 
picture. While this is inevitable - after all, both roles are intrinsic to the action - the full 
action itself may have obliterated the effect of the ‘preview’ of theme or goal. 
Nevertheless, the SLI group and the control group faced virtually identical task 
challenges: all children were offered an equal number of opportunities to produce 
either alternant under genuinely similar experimental conditions. This means that the 
group difference cannot be an artefact of the elicitation procedure. 
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Table 8.1: Number of alternations produced by each group: Total number of 
alternations and mean proportion of alternations total, for each alternation type.  
 
 Children with 

SLI 
Vocabulary Age (VA) 
matches 

Causative/inchoative 
alternation 

25 41 

Locative alternation 4 17 
Dative alternation 2 3 
Total 31 61 

 
 Children with 

SLI 
VA matches 

Causative/inchoative 
alternation 

0.81 0.68 

Locative alternation 0.13 0.28 
Dative alternation 0.06 0.04 

 
 
8.3 Verb complementation in the alternation tasks 
 
 
8.3.1 The causative-inchoative alternation 
 
8.3.1.1 Alternation 
 
Table 8.2: Causative/ inchoative alternation: some illustrative examples 
 
SA0  Subject = Agent, no internal argument. 
  De man zwaaide 
  ‘The man waved’ 
ST0  Subject = Theme, no internal argument. 
  De bal stuiterde 
  ‘The ball bounced’ 
SADOT Subject = Agent + Direct object = theme 
  Ze bewoog de auto 
  ‘She moved the car’ 
SAPPT Subject = Agent + PP = Theme 
  Hij stuiterde met de bal 
  ‘He bounced with the ball’ 
 
Of the items selected for the causative-inchoative alternation, one was dropped 
because of its differential treatment in Dutch: the item openen (‘open’), that works 
well for English, has a periphrastic counterpart for each alternant in Dutch. The item 
zwaaien (‘wave’) was problematic as well. This is clear from the responses of the adult 
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controls. While they accepted zwaaien as a label for the inchoative item73, they 
incorporated the verb in a passive frame instead of in a causative frame when 
presented with the agentive presentation. Some of the children did alternate this verb, 
but the item was considered less useful because the adult responses did not set a clear-
cut target criterion for its alternation potential. The rationale goes like this: if adults 
produce alternations reliably, the verb can be taken to be a solidly alternating verb in 
the native language and the children’s performance can be compared to a target state. 
This leaves us with two verbs to analyse: stuiteren (‘bounce’) and bewegen (‘move’). 
Inspection of the adult data shows 84% realisation of both alternants for these verbs: 
all but three of the 19 adults produced both items in an intransitive as well as in a 
transitive frame. When the adults did not use both alternants, this was due to a more 
sophisticated reading of the item, in which they introduced the invisible agent as 
taking part in the action even though the item was presented in an inchoative way. 
Taking the adult performance as a target score for the children, 7 children with SLI 
and 11 controls also used both stuiteren and bewegen in alternating subcategorisation 
frames. Remember, though, that the groups were larger than the adult control group. 
Each group numbered 35 children and there were 19 adults, so a better way of putting 
it is to state that 84% of the adults expressed both verbs in alternating frames, 
compared to 32% of the normally developing children and 20% of the language-
impaired children.     
 
Guided by the results in Table 8.3, I will now focus on the categories that are 
highlighted in this alternation. The canonical forms that the alternants take are:  

- for the inchoative alternant: ST0 (subject = theme; zero complementation). The 
theme is expressed as the external argument; there is no postverbal (internal) 
argument. 
- for the causative alternant: either SADOT (subject = agent; direct object = 
theme) is selected or SAPPT (subject = agent; PP = theme).  

The PP rendition of the causative frame requires clarification. It represents a structure 
that is allowed in Dutch and is even frequently used (whereas it is not admissible in 
English). This should be pointed out because it means that alternation must be 
operationalised in a different fashion. The causative alternant in Dutch may involve 
the linking of a theme to an object as well as to a PP. In English, on the other hand, the 
alternation is straightforward: the theme is linked to either subject or object. An 
example is:  
zij beweegt (met) de auto 
‘she moves (with) the car’. 
The brackets indicate optionality: both structures are well-formed in Dutch. There is, I 
feel (as a native speaker), a subtle difference in meaning between the DO- and PP-
linked expressions of the theme: the PP alternant expresses a marginally conative 
aspect. However, with respect to this alternation, I consider them equivalent. The 

                                                 
73The inchoative item shows a flag being waved; this results in a waving movement, that makes the 
bunting flutter. These two movements, of the flag - flagpole and all - and of the fabric, are conflated 
visually in the presentation. A subject would be encouraged by the inchoative presentation to use the verb 
wapperen (‘flap’, ‘flutter’) as indeed some of the adults did.  
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essence of alternation is the availability of different syntactic frames for the same 
thematic structure and this requirement is satisfied: next to the inchoative syntactic 
frame, both SADOT and SAPPT are causative alternants - each expresses the same 
thematic role, i.e. the theme, postverbally. So I have credited a child with an 
alternation if he demonstrated an inchoative production as well as either a DO or a PP 
in a postverbal position for the same ergative verb. 
 
The group difference that was tested statistically pertains to these two alternants (the 
categories included in the test are italicised in Table 8.3). I already established that 
children with SLI produce fewer alternations of this type. I now want to check whether 
either of the alternating frames is in favour among this group. Once more, the analysis 
is restricted to the two verbs that are alternated rather consistently by the adults. 
Two group differences are significant: first of all: the number of occurrences of 
SADOT and SAPPT. These complementation types (that were collapsed for the 
statistical test) were produced significantly less often by children with SLI74 
(p=0.0182; Z=-2.3624)). On the other hand, no group difference was found for ST075. 
Consequently, a hypothesis that children with SLI show a preference for low 
complementation cannot be rejected.  
A second significant difference was found for the category ‘bare verb’ (p=0.0000; Z=  
-4.1794). Of course, a verb - in view of the inchoative reading - does not require a 
postverbal complement in this particular task. Therefore, for the present alternation 
this category showed either as a mere repetition of the verbal infinitive or as the 
selection of the agent for the subject role in the absence of a postverbal direct object or 
a theme-linked PP. Children with SLI provided more instances of such zero 
complementation than children in the control group. Note that when these instances 
take the form of a single infinitival verb, they can be read as a failure to live up to the 
task: the child did not produce any sentence frame to go with the verb. 
If performance is judged from the pattern that arises so far, one feasible interpretation 
is that the SLI children are simply influenced by the number of complements that a 
particular structure requires. After all, the language-impaired children prefer the less 
complex frame (involving fewer complements). Some caution in drawing this 
conclusion is due. What constitutes complexity, after all, is ambiguous here. A DO or 
PP verb complement may be thought to be more complex because a postverbal 
argument must be expressed in addition to the preverbal subject. Zero-
complementation may also be considered more complex because the theme is 
relegated to the non-canonical subject position. Non-canonical linking may in itself 
add to the complexity of the task at hand (Van der Lely, 1994).  
 
 
                                                 
74The difference was also significant when the responses to the zwaaien item were added to the totals for 
this task (p=0.0245; Z=-2.2487). While the item falls short of demonstrating the causative alternation, the 
general pattern is corroborated by the children’s responses : again, more zero-complementation and fewer 
causatives.  
75Rare occurrences of ST plus a particle (de bal stuiterde weg, ‘the ball bounced away’) were coded ST0 
because they represent the inchoative frame with regard to this alternation: they lacked a postverbal 
argument. 
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Table 8.3: Complementation in the causative task; absolute figures - group totals 
 
 Children with 

SLI 
VA76  
matches 

Target verb not used 16 21 
Target verb; no complementation 26 3 
Subject = theme; no complement 49 53 
Subject = agent; direct object = 
theme 

21 30 

Subject = agent; PP = theme 19 26 
Periphrastic causative77 1 1 
Ambiguous 6 4 

 
8.3.1.2 An example: Bewegen (‘move’) 
 
I will now illustrate the causative alternation by showing the results for one of the 
items concerned. The item is bewegen (‘move’) (Table 8.4).  
The table illustrates the fact that the presentation was reasonably successful - the 
inchoative-causative contrast that was visualised was mirrored by the children’s 
responses (showing a preferential pattern that was already announced by the relatively 
high number of alternations of this particular type). When only the action (the theme) 
was depicted, and the agent was obliterated from the picture, ST0 dominated. When 
both agent and theme were shown, on the other hand, the causative alternant was 
preferred. 
For the group performance on this item, there is a tendency towards the difference that 
proved statistically solid when both (or all) items were added up (8.3.1.1). 
Summarising, children with SLI faithfully follow the elicitation where the inchoative 
item is concerned, but they produce fewer tokens of the prototypical SADOT structure 
promoted by the causative presentation of the item.   
 
Table 8.4: Bewegen (‘move’); Results 
 
inchoative presentation: car moves across floor 
Complement type Children with 

SLI 
VA matches 

Target verb not used 6 7 
Target verb, no complement 1 1 
Subject=theme; no complement 22 19 
Subject = agent; direct object = 2 6 

                                                 
76VA = Vocabulary Age (see 3.4.2.2.1).  
77The auxiliary that allows for a periphrastic causative in colloquial Dutch is laten (‘let’). 
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theme 
Subject = agent; PP = theme 3 1 
ambiguous78 1 1 

causative presentation: girl picks up car and moves it 
Complement type Children with 

SLI 
VA matches 

Target verb not used 8 10 
Target verb, no complement 2 0 
Subject=theme; no complement 7 7 
Subject = agent; direct object = 
theme 

10 15 

Subject = agent; PP = theme 3 1 
Periphrastic causative 1 0 
Subject = agent; no complement 1 0 
Ambiguous 3 2 

 
8.3.1.3 Errors 
 
Quantitatively, it is easy to play down the occurrence of argument structure errors in 
the data. The video sequences for some items that were included in the causative task 
deliberately depicted an action that would make a verb conceptually a candidate for 
alternation, although in fact the verb was not an alternating verb. The verbs were: 
snijden (‘cut’), gooien (‘throw’), vallen (‘vallen’). The actions depicted were 
causative, and the children were encouraged to interpret the verbs as alternating by a 
change of visual perspective of the action similar to the one that was adopted with the 
alternating verbs (3.4.2.2.3.1). Or the action gave an inchoative angle to an action that 
represented a verb that can only be accompanied by a transitive frame. For instance, 
complementation of the verb gooien was elicited in two ways: once by showing an 
action sequence in which someone throws a bunch of flowers in a garbage bin and 
once by showing a sequence in which the same bunch of flowers landed in the same 
bin in the absence of a visible agent. Or the verb vallen would be prompted when in 
the video segment a girl made a teddy bear fall from a table. Overall, the children did 
not fall for these seductive scenarios. They respected the alternation constraints that 
prevent these particular verbs from alternating.  
While errors were rare and some instances were ambiguous, I will discuss them in 
some detail nevertheless. The justification for this extensive treatment is that errors 
may be indicative, perhaps not of a failure to grasp argument structure, but of an 
occasional uncertainty about the rules involved. I feel that this is the role that errors in 
SLI children’s output are often allowed to play. There is a tradition in SLI research of 
paying attention to infrequent errors, because they may be interesting for qualitative 
reasons. The examples I will refer to are of the kind that Bowerman has described in 
various publications (cf. Bowerman, 1982) - instances in which children 

                                                 
78Ambiguity occurred when the pronominal form of a constituent could have either agent or theme as its 
referent and it was not possible to decide between these referents. 
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overgeneralise an alternation to include non-alternating verbs79. Because I feel the 
errors in the present data set are not per se conclusive, I will add information about the 
stress pattern. After all, identification of a constituent is often dependent on stress: 
stress may disambiguate two interpretations of a single response or, conversely, cast 
doubt on a hasty reading of the transcribed response. 
 
Table 8.5: Errors and repairs in argument linking 
 
girl, 7;3 een béer vallen 
  ‘a bear fall’ (INF) 
girl, 7;5 de blóem gòoit80 
  ‘the flower throws’ 
  de kóek ga snìjden 
  ‘the cake go (stem) cut’ 
  de kíndje valt de bèer 
  ‘the child (DIM) falls the bear’ 
 
boy, 8;8 (de meisje valt de doet) de beer valt 
  ‘the girl falls the does the bear falls 
boy, 8;9 bloemen goo.. de man ging gooien in de bak 
  ‘flowers thr.. the man went throw in the bin’ 
girl, 9;1 de meneer valt nee de beer valt zo op de grond 
  ‘the gentlemen falls no the bear falls thus on the ground’  
 
The first set of utterances represents errors. A theme is ungrammatically moved to 
subject position (de koek, de bloem) or a transitive frame is selected when the theme 
can only occur in subject position (de beer). However, these utterances face alternative 
readings. For example: ga is a stem form and is not connected to de koek by means of 
subject-verb agreement. In the preceding sentence, gooit can be a rudimentary form of 
the passive participle gegooid (which would argue for a reading like de bloem wordt 
gegooid, ‘the flower is thrown’).  
If we follow the stress pattern, on the other hand, the interpretation points at 
overgeneralisation. For instance, the utterance een beer vallen has the intonation of an 
elliptical sentence in which the first constituent is the direct object. The three 
utterances elicited from the 7;5 year old girl exhibit an intonation pattern that attributes 
subject status to the first constituent (more precisely, there is no stress pattern that 
justifies a topicalised reading in which theta-roles are linked non-canonically). I would 
argue that the stress pattern of the spoken sentences belies the ambiguity that we face 
when we read the utterance. Again, these errors are extremely rare - still, remember 
that such errors reflect the type of innovative representation that is inconsistent with 
conservative learning in the sense that Rice (1991) hypothesises it in SLI.  
                                                 
79As I mentioned before, errors of this kind (unlike, for instance, overregularised past tense forms) are 
almost always taken from diary reports by parents. This reflects their rare occurrence, the considerable 
amount of time one needs to spend with a child to encounter such errors. 
80Notation here goes as follows: in ‘de blóem gòoit’ bloem and gooit receive primary and secondary 
stress, respectively. 
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The examples in the lower part of table 8.5 illustrate the fact that children are 
sometimes misled by the visual presentation of the item and consequently appear to 
initiate an overgeneralised frame before correcting themselves. Again, these utterances 
may reflect uncertainty about the rules that are involved in the linking process. 
While reiterating the fact that these occurrences are rare, and in that sense necessarily 
non-consequential, it must be said that none of these errors or hesitations were found 
among the controls. 
  
8.3.2 Locative alternation 
 
8.3.2.1 Alternation 
 
The locative alternation takes place within the verb phrase (Levin, 1993). The items 
used in the task were: botsen (‘bump’), schrapen (‘scrape’), laden (‘load’) and wrijven 
(‘rub’). It is not right to say that these verbs undergo the same alternation, even when 
we abstract away from the specifics of Dutch. ‘Load’ and ‘rub’ take part in what Levin 
(1993) calls the spray/load-alternation, a subtype of the locative alternation. Either the 
location (goal) or the locatum (theme) is linked to the direct object. This is true for 
Dutch as well, but both verbs can substitute a particle for one argument or they can 
(for the sake of grammaticality) require the presence of a particle after the direct 
object. ‘Bump’ and ‘scrape’ are of a different type. ‘Bump’ is mentioned by Levin as 
undergoing the ‘with/against alternation’, as in: 
 she bumped the trolley against the door 
 she bumped the door with the trolley. 
In Dutch, where these items are concerned, the alternation involves alternating 
argument order rather than differential linking between theta-role and argument. 
 zij botste (met) het karretje tegen de deur (DOTPPG (PPTPPG)) 
 ‘she bumped (with) the trolley against the door’ 
 zij botste tegen de deur aan met het karretje (PPGPPT) 
 ‘she bumped against the door with the trolley’ 
So the alternation is between PPTPPG or DOTPPG on the one hand (the preposition is 
optional in the same way it was with the causitivising items) and PPGPPT on the 
other: when both constituents are PPs, there is only a differential ordering of 
arguments. One might question if this is alternation at all, in the sense of Levin (1993) 
and Pinker (1989). After all, the linking is similar (that is, does not alternate) if both 
thematic roles are linked to PPs. In any case, both constituents represent full phrasal 
arguments, and allow us to probe their realisation as verb complements, but it is clear 
that the ‘load’ and ‘rub’ items are more rewarding for exploring genuine alternation in 
Dutch. There were no clear examples of alternation with the ‘with/against’ items.  
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Table 8.6: Locative alternation: some illustrative examples 
 
SADOT Subject (agent) + Direct object (theme). 
  Hij botste de kar 
   ‘he bumped the car’ 
  Ze wreef de zalf 
  ‘she rubbed the ointment’ 
SADOG Subject (agent) + Direct object (goal). 
  ze wreef de schoen 
  ‘she rubbed the shoe81’ 
STPPG Subject (theme) + PP (goal) 
  De auto botste tegen de tafel 
  ‘the car bumped against the table’ 
SAPPG Subject (agent) + PP (goal) 
  Ze botste tegen de deur 
  ‘She bumped against the table’ 
DOGPPT Direct object (goal) + PP (theme) 
  Ze laadt de auto met stenen 
  ‘She loads the car with blocks’ 
PPGPPT PP (goal) + PP (theme). 
  Ze botst tegen de deur met de kar 
  ‘She bumps against the door with the car’ 
DOTP  Direct object (theme) + particle 
  Ze laadt de dozen in 
  ‘She loads the boxes in’ 
DOGP  Direct object (goal) + particle 
  Ze laadt de kar in 
  ‘She loads the trolley in’ 
DOGPvol Direct object (goal) + particle vol (‘full’) 
  Ze laadt de kar vol 
  ‘She loads the trolley full’ 
 
What can be said of the locative alternation results? First of all, remember that 
children with SLI performed poorly on this alternation (the difference with the normal 
controls was more significant than with the causative alternation; 8.2). Moreover, in 
the original comparison (Table 8.1), the criterion was adopted that if there was 
differential linking of theme and goal to direct object and PP between the items for the 
target verb, an alternation was scored. However, this allowed for the possibility of 
complementing the verb with one constituent only (of course, this is only true for 
laden and wrijven, where the alternation concerns the linking itself). If we add the 
requirement that both arguments must be produced (which means that we observe 
alternation not only as differential linking but also as differential ordering), there are 
even fewer alternations.  
 
                                                 
81For this item, the shoe polish was the theme. 
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The alternations that were found can be subdivided as follows82: 
 
 Children with 

SLI (n=35)  
VA matches 
(n=35) 

Adults controls 
(n=19) 

Laden - Two arguments 1 4 4 
Wrijven - One 
argument 

2 8 0 

Wrijven - Two 
arguments 

1 3 7 

 
This subclassification indicates, first of all, a lack of a consistency in performance by 
the adult subjects. The modest number of alternations they produced (although the 
proportion was higher than in the non-adult groups, if we remind ourselves of the size 
of the adult control group) makes it clear that one cannot set a criterion for a targeted 
performance (we might even say: an adult grammar) that must be reached ultimately 
by the children. There was a strong tendency among the adults to adopt a passive 
frame instead of an active one, a frame in which one of the two relevant theta roles 
was linked to the subject position. This obscured their awareness of alternation 
potential. Going by the selection of thematic roles linked to subjects in their (passive) 
sentences, it appears that the differential focus in the item presentation did not work 
with them either - the argument that was selected as the subject was not consistently 
related to the item that was highlighted visually in the task. (This indiscriminate 
pattern was also found among the children, whether for postverbal or - in the passives 
- preverbal expressions of the goal and theme roles).   
 
8.3.2.2 Verb complementation 
 
In sum, the production rate for locative alternations was low. Having taken stock of 
the alternations in the data, I will now concentrate on verb complementation. Because 
all of these verbs have two internal arguments, there is more opportunity for the 
children to exhibit varying verb complementation patterns than with the causative-
inchoative verbs. In short, analysis of the composition of the VP with these verbs 
proves to be more rewarding than the alternation figures are. First of all, the data on 
alternation should not lead us to think that arguments are often omitted. Instead, 
children quite often selected one particular (complex) sentence frame for both items. 
In the locative alternation - regardless of alternation subtype, this is true for both pairs 
of verbs - there are always two internal arguments involved, mapped from the thematic 

                                                 
82’One argument’ involves differential linking while at least one of the alternants consists of one 
argument only, so a full alternation that involves both arguments is not found. ‘Two arguments’ 
involves an alternation in which both arguments are involved. 
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roles theme and goal respectively. An analysis of these verb complements is necessary 
in order to draw conclusions on the availability of the verbs’ argument structure 
among our subjects. Table 8.7 contains the collapsed totals for all (four) items. One 
finding that should make us cautious concerns the take-up of the items. The target verb 
was not always used by the child. In the control group this response was found mainly 
with the youngest children. The latter finding is probably best explained by the 
children’s unfamiliarity with the verb item - some of these verbs are required rather 
late. Among the SLI children, unfamiliarity could be a corollary of potentially weaker 
lexical skills. 
 
The first question is, whether the groups are different in terms of the number of 
arguments they expressed in full83. In the Dutch data, there is a phenomenon that is 
intermediate between expression of one argument and expression of two arguments: 
sometimes one of the items is replaced by a particle. This adds up to three degrees of 
complexity in verb complementation: either one or two full-phrasal arguments, or a 
particle juxtaposed to a full argument. In order to enable a group comparison that 
reflects these different levels of complexity, the (numerous) categories that are lined 
up in Table 8.7 were collapsed. The complementation categories were abstracted away 
from and only their phrasal or particle status was considered. In a group comparison of 
the three categories, the following results were found: 

- for number of single phrasal argument expressions (either theme or goal): SLI 
= VA; 
- for number of double phrasal argument expressions (theme and goal): SLI < 
VA (p=.0000; Z=-4.5209); 
- for number of expressions in which one argument is substituted by a particle: 
SLI > VA (p=.0191; Z=-2.3437) 

These results add up to a picture that is not unlike the pattern found for the causative-
inchoative items. Again, the more complex (in this case: two argument) complements 
are produced less often by the language-impaired children. In addition, a more 
elliptical frame in which a particle complements a single phrasal argument is produced 
more often by these children.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
83I will not include adult data here: we are not looking at (normative) targets in language behaviour now, 
but at groupwise differences in verb complementation performance between the language-impaired and the 
normal children. 
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Table 8.7: Complementation in the locative task; absolute figures - group totals 
 
Complementation category Children with 

SLI 
VA Matches 

Target verb not used 75 53 
Bare verb: no complement 46 4 
Direct object = goal 35 19 
PP = goal 11 17 
Direct object = theme 1 8 
Direct object = theme; PP = goal 10 48 
PP = theme 5 4 
PP = theme; PP =goal 14 35 
Direct object = goal; particle 9 5 
Direct object = theme; particle 6 4 
Direct object = goal; PP = theme 1 4 
Direct object = goal; PP = theme; particle 0 3 
Direct object = goal; particle vol; PP = 
theme 

0 3 

Subject = theme; passive 1 2 
Direct object = goal; particle vol 8 0 
Subject = theme 8 1 
Subject = agent 4 1 
Subject = theme; PP = goal 19 38 
Subject = agent; PP = goal 20 22 
Subject = theme; Direct object = goal 1 0 
ambiguous 6 9 

 
8.3.2.3 A few words on particles 
 
The linguistic status of particles in Dutch is disputed. A number of linguists (e.g. 
Mulder, 1992) analyse them as small clauses. For other linguists, they are part of a 
verb, a so-called particle verb (Hoeksema, 1992). The discussion, as it does in these 
cases, revolves around linguistic analyses of sentences with particles and constituency 
tests. A  review of this discussion is not necessary for our purposes. There are benefits 
to the more conservative particle verb position: an important psycholinguistic 
implication of the particle verb reading is that particles are retrieved from the lexicon 
together with the verb root. I will return to this issue later and ask whether each 
particle can be attributed to a specific verb so that it can be expected to accompany the 
verb thanks to lexical knowledge on the part of the child.  
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Watkins and Rice (1991; Watkins, 1994) have added particles to the shortlist of 
linguistic elements that are vulnerable in SLI. Their study involved a comparison 
between prepositions and particles (the design of the present study does not allow for a 
similar comparison). Children with SLI performed worse on realisation of particles 
than on realisation of prepositions. Watkins and Rice employ this comparison to test 
Leonard’s Surface hypothesis. They point out that an identical element, under equal 
surface characteristics, can be used as a particle or a preposition and the Surface 
hypothesis by definition fails to distinguish between the two. Watkins and Rice did 
have a test case. They found that the results contradicted Leonard’s theory: there was a 
dissociation, in that the particles proved more difficult for the children with SLI than 
their prepositional counterparts. Watkins and Rice offer a possible explanation for the 
dissociation they found: “Because particle constructions involve multiword verb plus 
particle combinations, a limited verb lexicon may impede particle use and accuracy” 
(Watkins, 1994:57). It is true that children with SLI are known to have limited lexical 
resources - several investigations attest to that. However, the pattern - according to the 
literature - is unlike that of grammatical performance. While grammatical morphology 
traditionally falls short even of the behaviour of language (MLU) matches, the 
children’s lexical skills are often found to be equal to those of language matches, 
although they are poorer than those of chronological age matches. Abstracting away 
from the target language for a moment, Watkins’ rationale might be turned around and 
the prediction would then be that particles are a relative stronghold, precisely because 
they are retrieved from the lexicon together with the verb. But then again, I face 
another comparison than Watkins and Rice: I have to explain that SLI children have 
more difficulty in supplying the PP that is stored in the verb’s subcategorisation (or 
mapped from the action’s thematic structure) than they have in recruiting a verb, 
particle and all, from their lexicons84. 
Some characteristics of Dutch particles have been ignored here so far. Particles in 
Dutch exist as prefixes of (particle) verbs, but the prefixed form is exclusive to the 
infinitival verb. If the verb appears in second position, in finite form, the particle 
remains in the original (final) verb position and is thus separated from its verb head 
(Haegeman, 1991). This is unlike the typology of English, where the particle is never a 
prefix of the verb and a preposition-like prefix cannot be separated from the 
subsequent morpheme. The separation of particle and verb has been highlighted as an 
area of difficulty in research by Grimm and Weinert (1990): they found that German 
children with SLI sometimes put the finite verb including the prefix in second 
position. No such evidence was found in the present set of data. 
 
8.3.2.4 Theta role versus argument 
 
In the task under discussion here, the particle stands in for a full PP. For the analysis of 
verb complements this is important. This characteristic reveals, perhaps, what makes 
the particle appealing for children with SLI: they prefer a less complex expression of 

                                                 
84Some evidence was found in this study that language-impaired children had problems selecting the right 
preposition for a slot. This finding is not relevant for the comparison that Watkins and Rice made: they 
were not concerned with lexical decision but with the filling of obligatory contexts. 
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argument structure. I realise that this is a simple hypothesis. After all, is a particle less 
complex than a PP in a linguistic sense?  
An explanation that puts number of arguments on a par with degree of complexity 
could, in fact, read as predicting that children with SLI strive for a trivial kind of 
economy, in that their economy does not warrant an explanation along linguistic lines. 
Length, not structure, could be the decisive factor, to paraphrase the title of Menyuk 
and Looney’s seminal (1976) article.  
One testable hypothesis is that children with SLI put linguistic economy before 
economy in length. How they would do so is ambiguous, but one plausible prediction 
is that they will omit the oblique argument and sometimes substitute it with a particle 
(note that substitution of a particle leaves grammaticality unaffected). Canonically, this 
would imply a preference for the expression of theme over the expression of goal 
(6.2.3.1).  
Children with SLI have been shown here to fall short in the production of double 
argument complements. Because they produce single arguments as well, this does not 
inform us on whether they produce fewer themes as well as goals or, alternatively, 
whether one thematic role is underrepresented. One way of finding out about a 
thematic bias is by comparing the groups in their expression of thematic roles. For this 
to be done, all expressions of theme and goal were added up, not only the ones 
incorporated in a ditransitive frame (but the particle expressions are excluded). When 
results for the expression of either theta role are compared, the following group 
differences are found: 

- for number of expressions of theme: SLI<VA (p=.0000; Z=-4.8393) 
- for number of expressions of goal: SLI<VA (p=.0015; Z=-3.1768) 

Both thematic roles are produced less often by the language-impaired children (Both 
groups produced fewer themes than goals). Only if one role had revealed a difference 
while the other did not, we could have inferred a discrepancy that points at a semantic 
bias. Table 8.8 contains the absolute figures. 
 
Table 8.8. Number of expressions of theme and goal. Means (standard deviations) 
 
Thematic role Children with SLI VA matches 
Theme 0.94 (0.99) 3.05 (1.86) 
Goal 3.62 (2.36) 5.48 (2.30) 

 
8.3.2.5 An example: Laden (‘load’) 
 
Again, let us look at an exemplary item. The item laden will serve to illustrate some of 
the relevant issues (Table 8.9). First of all, this is one of the items that were not 
familiar to all of the children (including the youngest children in the control group; 
some were explicitly confused by a homonymous noun that means ‘drawers’), witness 
the cases in which the target verb was not used. The item illustrates the trend found for 
this type of alternation: there is a groupwise dissociation between DOTPPG and 
particle constructions. Particles are used marginally more often by children with SLI 
than by controls, PP’s are found much more frequently among the normals.  
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With laden, as with the other locative items, the alternation was not elicited 
successfully. Whatever the focus in the visual stimulus was, the children linked theme 
to direct object preferentially. This explains the similar results for both presentations. 
The item was meant to encourage the children to link theme to direct object in the 
theme-focused item and choose goal as a direct object when the visual focus was on 
the goal. In reality children (just like the adults) were not sensitive to this contrast or 
the elicitation procedure was not effective enough.  
It must be noted that one particle, vol (‘full’) - a particle that appears with this verb 
type, was used mainly by the SLI children. This particle “introduces a specification of 
how the container is affected” (Pinker, 1989:80) and follows only DOG, since the 
‘container’ is the goal of the action. It is remarkable that the SLI children more often 
show awareness of this aspect of the action. The other particle that is found here is in, 
which renders the action telic in the way the full prepositional phrase does. A 
preposition in would head the full phrase if it followed DOT85. 
 
Table 8.9: Results for laden ('load')  
 
Presentation: Focus on theme (A loads bricks into truck)  
Complementation category Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used  16 13 
Target verb, no complement 2 0 
Direct object = goal 5 5 
Direct object = theme 2 1 
Direct object = theme, PP = goal  2 13 
Direct object = theme / particle 1 0 
Direct object = goal / particle 2 1 
Direct object = goal / vol (‘full’) / PP 
=theme 

0 1 

Direct object = goal / vol (‘full’) 4 0 
Subject = theme; passive voice 0 1 
PP = goal 1 0 

 
Presentation: Focus on goal (A loads boxes onto trolley) 
Complementation category Children with SLI VA matches  
Target verb not used 14 8 
Target verb, no complement  5 0 
Direct object = goal 4 5 
Direct object = theme 1 2 
Direct object = theme + particle 3 4 
Direct object = goal + particle 1 1 
Subject  = theme; passive voice 0 1 

                                                 
85Following up on the idea that the particle is retrieved with the verb:  inladen is a dictionary lemma, 
volladen is not (Geerts & Heestermans, 1992). While a dictionary is not a guide to language processing, it 
is clear that there is another reading besides in as the head of a PP. 
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Direct object = goal + vol (‘full’) 4 0 
Direct object = theme + PP = goal 3 13 
Direct object = goal + PP =theme 0 1 

 
8.3.3 Dative alternation 
 
Table 8.10: Dative alternation: some illustrative examples  
 
DOTPPG Direct object (theme) + PP (goal). 
  Hij gaf een cadeau aan de jongen en het meisje 
  ‘He gave a present to the boy and the girl’ 
DOGDOT Indirect object (goal) + Direct object (theme) 
  Hij gaf ze een cadeau 
  ‘He gave them a present’ 
 
Geven (‘give’) was the sole item by which the dative shift was elicited. Almost no 
instances of alternation surfaced in the responses. The prepositional dative was 
preferred over the double object construction whenever both arguments were 
expressed, by both groups of children. As with the locatives, realisations in which both 
arguments are expressed occurred less frequently with the language-impaired children. 
Also, they supplied an incomplete argument structure more often: some children 
omitted the goal role. Because there is only one item for the dative shift, the 
independence of group membership and expression of two arguments was probed by 
administering a chi-square test. The two variables (group membership and production 
of a ditransitive frame) were not independent (for the theme-focused item: x2=19.66, 
p=0.0000, for the goal-focused item: x2=5.04, p=0.0248). The ditransitive frame was 
associated with the control group.  
Bruyn et al. (1995) searched the Dutch share of the CHILDES database and checked it 
for first appearances of datives. The earliest instances they found took the form of 
double object datives. They concluded from their early appearance (as well as from 
data from Creole languages) that the double object dative is the unmarked form of the 
dative. However, there are issues of interpretation to be dealt with here. One of the 
examples supporting the claim is the utterance Pepijn stukje geven (‘Pepijn piece 
give’). This example is ambiguous in two ways86. First, the utterance is elliptical and 
thereby the Indirect Object - Direct Object - Verb word order is justified. Second, the 
child appears to be in a stage in which determiners are often omitted; the preposition 
might also be optional in that stage. In short, there is no way of verifying that a double 
object dative is not a rudimentary (immature) prepositional dative.  
I can only infer from the present data that the double object dative is rare - the 
prepositional dative seems to be the default form in use87. This is also manifested by 

                                                 
86The other examples the authors give are ambiguous for the very same reasons. 
87 Tapping my intuitions as a native speaker, my hunch is that double object datives are used regularly with 
a  pronominal form for the indirect object. In the present task, in which a scene is shown with actors and 
objects that are new, rather than part of given information, a pronoun is not the obvious word class to 
select for the referents. Subjects tended to use nouns in their responses.  
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the low frequency of alternating datives in the adult data (6 out of 19 subjects 
produced an alternation - the other subjects used only prepositional datives).   
The dative results (the results for the item geven) match those for the causative and 
locative alternation. Again, the more complex complements are used less often by the 
language-impaired children, witness their low frequencies for DOTPPG. Unlike with 
the alternations discussed previously, there is a substantial amount of argument 
omissions. Complements like DOT and PPG are incomplete. The DOT form is 
borderline grammatical: it must be justified by assuming ellipsis in co-ordination. 
PPG, on the other hand is plainly ungrammatical.   
 
Table 8.11: Results for geven (‘give’) 
 
Presentation: Focus on theme: A gives flowers to B 
Complementation category Children with 

SLI 
VA matches 

Target verb not used 0 0 
Target verb, no complement 4 0 
PP = goal 3 1 
Direct object = theme 11 4 
Direct object= goal; Direct object = 
theme88 

3 1 

Direct object = theme, PP = goal 13 29 
Ambiguous 1 0 

 
Presentation: Focus on goal: A gives present to boy and girl 
Complementation category Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 1 0 
Target verb, no complement 5 0 
PP = goal 2 0 
Direct object = theme 9 8 
Direct object= goal; Direct object = 
theme 

4 4 

Direct object = theme, PP = goal 14 23 
 
8.3.4 Conclusion 
 
The alternation results revealed that the SLI children were less versatile in their 
selection of a verb frame than the normally developing children. However, the number 
of alternations was low for both groups.  
For the verbs reviewed so far, a consistent complementation pattern is visible. If 
complexity is measured by the number of arguments that accompany the verb, 

                                                 
88Strictly speaking, calling the dative constituent a direct (rather than an indirect) object may be a 
misnomer. However, the category DOGDOT is useful in drawing attention to the occurrence of two 
constituents not headed by a preposition. 
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language-impaired children produce less complex verb complements. For most 
ditransitive categories, they perform worse than the vocabulary matches. Causative-
inchoative verbs allow for only one postverbal argument; with these verbs, the 
children with SLI prefer the inchoative variant, that has no postverbal argument. A 
final observation concerns the substitution of particles for phrasal arguments. These 
substitutions occurred more often in the responses of the SLI children. 
 
8.4 Resultative secondary predication 
 
 
8.4.1 Introduction 
 
A specific type of complex verb complementation involves resultative secondary 
predication. Here, the resultative phrase is not part of the argument structure of the 
verb. In the task devoted to these predicates (3.4.2.2.3.5), not only the use of 
resultative complements per se was addressed. In an attempt to monitor yet another 
type of linking (this time ‘world-to-word’ rather than theta-role to argument) a specific 
type of resultative was focused on. The targeted items were more complex in that they 
involved actions that pictured indirect action on an object. Take, for instance:  
‘she shakes the ball from the tree’.  
In this situation, the ball is not directly moved, but is manipulated only indirectly by 
way of shaking the tree. Therefore, one could argue that the theme that must be linked 
to the direct object position is not canonical: it is not the entity that undergoes the 
action itself. Instead, it is affected by the consequences of the action. ‘The tree’ could 
be called the canonical theme and ‘the ball’ the non-canonical theme. After all, the 
difference in canonicity is not in the matching of thematic role and constituent, but in 
the identification of the role-player that is seen as primarily undergoing the action. For 
practical purposes only, I will refer to ‘the ball’ as the non-canonical object (NCO). In 
Table 8.12, DOT2 is used for a direct object that is linked to a theme that is not 
directly manipulated; in the present example, ‘the ball’ is DOT2. 
 
Some of the items in this task allow us to explore whether the inferences that  children 
draw from the thematic structure can override the actual linking to non-canonical 
object that is proper for these items. 
There are grammatical restrictions to this construction type. Resultative secondary 
predication puts constraints on possible interpretations and, more importantly, on 
grammaticality. While in the example above ‘the ball’ is the object of this precise type 
of action, it can only be so in the presence of a ‘source’-related PP. The sentence  
‘she shakes the ball’,  
while being a grammatical rendition of a different (monotransitive) type of action, 
cannot be used to express what is involved in the action pictured in the video 
presentation - the problem here is with interpretation, not grammaticality. In short, not 
all linkings to the direct object position can, given the action presented to the children, 
be taken to mean the same thing. On the other hand, in the same sentence, omission of 
the theme (‘she shakes from the tree’) results in an ungrammatical sentence. The 
resultative construction involves two arguments that are both needed to justify the 
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structure as a grammatical one and to convey the meaning of the ‘resultative action’89. 
The latter requirement - that a source or goal argument must be accompanied by a 
direct object (a theme) is true for the non-canonical items as well. 
 
Table 8.12: Resultative task; some illustrative examples 
 
DOTPP  Direct object (theme) + PP90 
  Ze nieste de kaarten van de tafel 
  ‘She sneezed the postcards from the table’ 
  Hij snijdt het brood in vier stukken 
  ‘He cuts the bread in four pieces’ 
DOTP  Direct object (theme) + P (particle) 
  Hij gooide de emmer leeg 
  ‘He threw the bucket empty’ 
  Zij nieste de kaarten weg 
  ‘She sneezed the postcards away’ 
DOT2P Direct object 2 (non-canonical) + preposition/particle 
  ze knipte het konijntje af 
  ‘She cut the rabbit off’ 
DOT2PP Direct object 2 (non-canonical) + PP 
  ze knipte het konijntje van de tas 
  ‘she cut the rabbit from the bag’ 
DOT2  Direct object 2 (non-canonical)  
  hij gooide het water 
  ‘he threw the water’ 
VCL  bare target verb + resultative clause (co-ordination) 
  hij lachte en de beker viel van zijn buik 
  ‘he laughed and the mug fell from his belly’ 
DOTCL Direct object (theme) + resultative clause (co-ordination) 
  hij schudde de boom en de bal viel omlaag 
  ‘he shook the tree and the ball fell down’ 
 
Three verbs contained in the task (knippen, ‘cut with scissors’, stoten, ‘knock’, and 
schudden, ‘shake’) allow for the selection of a non-canonical theme as the direct 
object. Because the canonical theme is also available in the visual of the action 
sequence, children may be tempted to link that to the direct object position instead of 
putting the non-canonical theme there. A viable way of implicating the non-canonical 
theme is by selecting a DOTCL complement in which the canonical theme is 
expressed as the single postverbal argument and the consequence of the action (its 

                                                 
89The fact that this construction is positioned in between syntax and verb semantics (the information 
contained in the verb lemma) is illustrated by its absence from the Wordnet verb inventory (Fellbaum., 
1993). Typically, when checking for these verbs in the Wordnet Browser, one finds a transitive 
subcategorisation frame - that is apparently intrinsic to the verb information - but not a resultative one. The 
only specimen of a resultative frame is given for ‘knock’: “He knocked the glass clear across the room”. 
However, the sentence frame that heads this example is “somebody __ s something”. 
90Note that in the resultative VPs,  the PP is not always a PPG; for instance, in the first example the PP 
expresses the source of the action (“the start point of motion”: Trask, 1993).   
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effect on the non-canonical theme) is relegated to a separate main clause (see the 
example in Table 8.12). 
Other verbs that can have a resultative complement are not elicited by action 
sequences in which an alternative theme is available for linking to the direct object 
position (schoppen, ‘kick’, blazen, ‘blow’ and vegen, ‘sweep’) - for these items, only 
one theme can be linked to direct object. Here we are faced with a double argument 
expression that similarly describes an action of ‘caused motion’ (Tomasello, 1998; 
Goldberg, 1995) but that lacks the ambiguity in linking that is characteristic of the 
‘non-canonical verbs’. Some other verbs were prompted that did not allow for 
differential action-theme linking (although the possibility of an non-canonical theme 
might be cognitively available!): niesen (‘sneeze’), trekken (‘pull’), lachen (‘laugh’), 
opsluiten (‘shut’), huilen (‘cry’) and gooien (‘throw’). In all of these instances we were 
interested in the sort of  complements the children would select with the verbs. Some 
items stretched the complementation potential somewhat by visualising verbs in a 
‘transitive’ context while the verb was intransitive: ‘sneeze’, ‘laugh’. In Dutch it is 
possible to render these verbs transitive by adding a resultative complement (the 
niesen item in Table 8.12 is an illustrative example91). English seems less tolerant of 
this rather innovative argument structure.92 
 
The questions I will now raise are: 
- How do SLI children compare to normally developing children in their ability to link 
a non-canonical theme to the direct object position? Errors that derive from a difficulty 
with this linking process would show as follows: the canonical theme would be linked 
to the direct object position in the absence of a resultative clause (CL) (sections 8.4.2.1 
to 8.4.2.3). 
- How do SLI children compare to normally developing children in their expression of 
the postverbal arguments that are part of the resultative construction (8.4.2.4)? 
  
8.4.2 A look at the non-canonical items 
 
A close look at the items that require non-canonical mapping (in the sense described 
before) will precede a quantitative group comparison that involves all resultative 
items. This allows us to take a look at the particular forms that the complements take 
before collapsing them into more generic categories. 
 

                                                 
91This verb will not be discussed in detail. To illustrate the viability of the DOTPP(source) option with 
niesen in Dutch, I should mention that this complement was used with the verb by 2 children with SLI and 
8 VA matches.  
92Interestingly Tomasello (1998), in a recent review article on Goldberg (1995) highlights the sentence 
‘She sneezed the napkin off the table’ - a near carbon copy of the action pictured in the present task - as an 
example of how an intransitive verb might find itself in a sentence frame that apparently violates the verb’s 
subcategorisation, provided there is a ‘transitive’ context that appeals to native speakers’ knowledge of 
constructions that prevail in their native language. Goldberg relies on the notion of ‘construction’, as an 
abstraction away from the verb lexicon, in order to justify such innovations and, more importantly, she 
claims that speakers rely on constructions as well. 
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8.4.2.1 Knippen (‘cut with scissors’) 
 
In this video segment a person is shown who wears a rucksack with a toy rabbit 
attached to it by a string. A girl walks over to her and she cuts the string with a pair of 
scissors so that the rabbit falls off. The target response is something like the Dutch 
equivalent of ‘She cuts the rabbit off the rucksack’ (see Table 8.12). In this case we 
cannot say that the canonical theme is the bag. More specifically, it is the string that 
connects the bag and the rabbit that undergoes the action directly.  
Table 8.13 shows the behaviour of both groups on this item. The response pattern 
reveals a sharp difference between the performance of the language-impaired children 
and the normally developing children. The children with SLI quite often omit any verb 
complement (a response labelled ‘bare verb’), and only one third of them produce the 
prototypical DOTPP response (see Table 8.12; as Table 8.13 shows, the PP with this 
item typically expresses the source of the action). The normals, on the other hand, 
predominantly express both arguments in a DOTPP constellation. Any confusion 
arising from the non-canonicity of the DO-linked theme is hardly influential: only a 
few of the children select the canonical theme together with a resultative particle (as 
in: de meisje knipt de touw doormidden - ‘the girl cuts the string in two’; doormidden 
is a particle, the utterance is from a language-impaired boy, aged 9;1). Two of the 
controls select a canonical theme as DO and transfer the result of the action to a co-
ordinate clause. Another finding is that while the SLI group do use fewer DOTPPs, 
there is no difference in the production of DOTPs. 
  
The DOTPP numbers require some explanation. A PP in Dutch can also (instead of 
Preposition + Determiner + Noun) take the form of a prepositional predicate like eraf 
(the best approximation in English would be ‘off it’, but the form resembles archaic 
English forms like ‘therein’). Out of 12 DOTPP responses from the SLI children, 6 
took this form. Within the control group, this was true for 6 out of 26 occurrences. 
This leaves us with 6 and 20 genuine PPs (PPs that include an NP), respectively. In 
addition, three of the children with SLI produced a PP with a preposition af (af de tas, 
‘off the bag’). Af, however, is not a preposition but an adverb. In the source PP in this 
example it should occur after the NP, not before the NP (the correct sequence would 
run: van de tas af, ‘from the bag off’). Finally, the two occurrences of a single PP 
(source) complement represent a violation of the argument structure of this verb.   
 
Table 8.13. Item: Knippen, results 
 
 Children 

with SLI 
VA 
matches 

Target verb not used 3 0 
Bare verb 10 0 
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PP = source 2 0 
Direct object = theme (NCO93), PP = 
source 

12 26 

Direct object = theme (CO), particle 2 1 
Direct object = theme (NCO), particle 6 5 
Direct object = theme (CO), resultative 
clause 

0 2 

Ambiguous 0 1 
8.4.2.2 Stoten (‘knock’) 
 
This item was illustrated by showing an agent inadvertently brushing against a table as 
a consequence of which a cardboard box falls from the table. It seems that the image 
was misleading: the two events (‘brushing’ and ‘falling’, say) were never expressed in 
a single resultative frame94 by the children. Among the adult controls, 5 responses out 
of 19 did contain a full DOTPP complement. While, again, this did not warrant a 
criterion for the children, it did at least show that NCO-linking was a viable option in 
the view of native speakers. In the absence of a conflated label for the entire action, 
this results in the expression of a single argument (with or without an additional 
resultative particle) or of  a clause. The theme was linked most often to a PP, usually 
headed by the preposition tegen (‘against’). The result of the action, if it was expressed 
at all, was transferred to a resultative clause starting with ‘and then...’ (either en dan or 
en toen - the two meanings of ‘then’ being lexicalised as individual adverbs in Dutch: 
4.2.2). It should be noted that the DOT productions (3 with the language-impaired 
children, 1 with a normal child) are not grammatical. An example is de meneer stoot 
de tafel, ‘the gentleman knocks the table’ (boy, 8;5, SLI).   
Unlike with the previous item, the responses - at least among the children - did not 
contain two (phrasal) arguments, for reasons I just mentioned: the action was not 
labelled in full, but analysed into its component parts. The most obvious part of the 
action was the part where the agent knocks against the table. This calls for a theme-
linked PP, that was found more often in the output of the control group than in the 
responses of the language-impaired children. The same was true for the co-ordinate 
clause (DOTCL).  
 
Table 8.14:  Item: Stoten, results 
 Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 2 1 
Bare verb 11 2 
Direct object = theme (CO) 3 1 
PP = theme (Canonical)  9 14 

                                                 
93NCO non-canonical object (shorthand for: direct object linked to non-canonical theme; 8.4.1). CO = 
direct object linked to canonical theme. 
94While the item would have elicited a more complex response if the cardboard box had been knocked off 
the table by direct manipulation, under such a presentation the item would have been irrelevant for the 
non-canonical linking rationale.  
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PP = theme (Non-canonical) 3 1 
PP = source 195 0 
Direct object = theme (CO), particle 2 2 
Direct object = theme (NCO), particle 0 1 
Direct object = theme (CO), resultative clause 0 4 
Direct object = theme (NCO), particle, resultative 
clause 

0 1 

PP = theme (Canonical), resultative clause 3 7 
Ambiguous 1 1 

8.4.2.3 Schudden (‘shake’) 
 
Here, a sequence was shown in which a boy shakes a ball from a tree. This means that 
the thematic role linked to the PP is the source of the action. Like with the knippen 
item, we expected a DOTPP response from the child and, again, the DO was to be 
linked to a theme that is only indirectly manipulated (NCO). The ball is not touched, 
whereas the tree is. It appears from the responses to this item, that sometimes the 
canonical theme is selected and linked to either DO or PP. The DOT (NCO) responses 
(in which the ball is shaken) represent errors, although they do not result in 
ungrammatical sentences. As I mentioned before, a monotransitive complement of this 
kind involves an erroneous interpretation of the event pictured in the action segment.  
The performance on this item by the children with SLI can be said to be different from 
that of the controls on three measures: children with SLI once again use more verbs 
with zero complementation, they produce fewer (source) PPs and also add fewer co-
ordinate clauses that contain the result of the action. 
 
Table 8.15: Item: Schudden, results 
 
 Children with 

SLI 
VA matches 

Target verb not used 4 0 
Bare verb 7 2 
Direct object = theme (CO) 3 2 
Direct object = theme (NCO) 2 0 
Direct object = theme (NCO), PP = source 9 16 
Direct object = theme (NCO), particle 1 1 
Direct object = theme (CO), resultative 
clause 

1 5 

Bare verb, resultative clause 3 2 
PP = theme (Canonical) 2 3 
PP = theme (Canonical), resultative clause 0 4 
Ambiguous 3 0 

 
                                                 
95This occurrence contained a lexical error similar to the one we found with knippen : the adverb af was 
used in a preposed position. 
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8.4.2.4 Group comparison across items 
There is a pattern in the results for the SLI group for the three individual items I just 
discussed and the pattern does not concern the canonicity issue. Canonicity is only 
marginally involved in the performance of the children. The distinctive behaviour of 
the children with SLI consists mainly of their reluctance to supplement the verb with 
more than one phrasal argument. A reduction ‘strategy’ sometimes harms the full 
expression of a single (PP) argument as well. 
In the other items used in this task, that were selected to be contrasted with the 
characteristics of the previous three, the children also had the opportunity of supplying 
two arguments (usually theme and goal) with the target verb. This makes it possible to 
extend the comparison across groups for complexity of argument structures to include 
more items. In order to make such a comparison viable, the non-canonical and 
canonical categories will be collapsed96 so that the resulting categories can be defined 
by the complexity of the arguments, regardless of the linking rules they represent. A 
benefit of this expanded comparison is that the take-up of these items was much better 
than with the locative items (Table 8.7) - this adds to the value of this comparison. 
Apparently the items were more familiar to the children than some of the verbs in the 
previous tasks.   
Table 8.16 shows the results. A clear-cut conclusion from the complementation 
patterns seen so far is that language-impaired children produced fewer double-
argument complements and resorted more often to particles that could stand in for full 
PPs. With the resultative verbs, the children had two ways of expressing the goal (or 
the source) inherent in the action: as PPs or, once more, as particles. Because the take-
up of these items was more consistent than of the verbs undergoing the locative 
alternation, there are more tokens here of complements that contain a theme as well as 
a goal. The picture that arises from these results is a blown-up version of the one for 
the locative verbs. Children with SLI clearly fell short on DOTPP production as 
compared to the controls (p=.0000; Z=-4.8067), but equalled the normals in particle 
production. (As before, the SLI children also produced more verbs with zero 
complementation (p=.0216; Z=-2.2968)). I should stress that in general for the 
PP/particle dissociation we are not talking about differences in grammaticality, but 
about differences in complexity. This data set summarises the pattern that was found 
for the alternating items (8.3): there is a dissociation in the language-impaired 
children’s output, the contours of which are more clearly profiled here, between the 
occurrence of prepositional phrases and particles.  
 
Table 8.16: Complementation in the resultative task; absolute figures - group totals 
  
 Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 168 95 
Bare verb: no complement 137 77 
Direct object = theme 25 22 
PP = theme 13 16 
PP = goal 29 2 

                                                 
96This entails the DOT2 categories in Table 8.12 - elsewhere named NCO and CO, respectively.  
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Direct object = theme; PP = goal 38 96 
Direct object = theme; PP = other 23 50 
Direct object = theme; particle 79 85 
Verb + resultative clause 30 18 
Direct object = theme; resultative 
clause 

0 14 

 
 
 
 
 
8.5 Clausal complementation 
 
 
Table 8.17: Clausal complement - example 
 
CLDO  Small-clausal direct object (clausal complement)  
  ze probeert de vuilnisbak op te tillen 
  ‘she tries to lift the bin’ 
 
In a separate task, children were prompted to produce verbs that needed a clausal 
complement, either a small clause starting with the formative (om) te (‘to’) + infinitive 
or a dependent clause beginning with alsof (‘as if’). The three verbs that were probed 
were the catenative verbs helpen (‘help’) and proberen (‘try’) as well as the verb doen 
alsof (‘pretend’ or, literally, ‘act as if’). 
Before discussing the results on these items, I mention the extent to which the adults 
7added clausal complements to the verbs. Among 19 subjects, 11 used a clausal 
complement for helpen, all 19 did so for proberen, and 18 out of 19 complemented 
doen alsof with a clause. With helpen, there is an alternative response, DOTPPG, that 
lacks the small-clausal verb. An example is Hij helpt haar de boom in97 (‘he helps her 
the tree in’, a grammatical rendering for Dutch, that means: ‘he helps her (to get) into 
the tree’). This construction was often selected by the adults, so clausal 
complementation for helpen does not offer an adult level of achievement that can be 
used as a norm to refer back to. The highly frequent production of clausal objects with 
doen alsof by the adult speakers suggests that this construction type is the adult norm, 
yet to be achieved by the children.   
The language-impaired children as a group performed in a way that replicates their 
behaviour on the previous items: more bare verbs than the controls (p=0.0585; Z=             
-1.8916), again raising doubts about their ability to complement a verb, and lower 
frequencies on the more complex verb complementations. The group difference for 
CLDO was significant (p=0.0012; Z=-3.2463). I should add here that both with helpen 
and with proberen, three of the CLDO occurrences in the impaired group lacked the 
particle te.  
                                                 
 97For this discussion, I ignore the fact that de boom in is an NP followed by a directional adverb, rather 
than a PP.  
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Table 8.18: Clausal complementation: results 
 
helpen (‘help’) Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 3 0 
Bare verb 11 3 
Direct object = theme 9 8 
Direct object = theme, PP = 
goal 

4 8 

Clausal object 8 15 
ambiguous 0 1 

 
proberen (‘try’) Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 7 1 
Bare verb 9 2 
Direct object = theme 0 2 
Clausal object 18 30 
ambiguous 1 0 

 
doen alsof (‘pretend’) Children with SLI VA matches 
Target verb not used 12 4 
Bare verb 12 12 
Clausal object 11 19 

 
 
8.6 Conclusion 
 
 
If the results from the past sections are added up, a summary would read as follows. 
Children with language impairment prefer to express the verbs’ thematic structure in a 
simple argument structure. They produce many instances of bare verbs, even when 
verbs are transitive. It is not clear whether this is caused by a superficial economy in 
the output (in the sense that they are economical with their words) or by uncertainty 
about the requirements of transitivity (not knowing how to subcategorise the verb). 
Monotransitivity is preferred over ditransitivity. This occasionally leads to violations 
of subcategorisation constraints; the violations are nearly exclusive to the SLI group. 
When a less complex alternative is available, in that a particle can be substituted for a 
full PP, SLI children produce the particle more often. 
Unlike the locative verbs, the resultative verbs are accompanied by complements that 
are not fully accounted for in their subcategorisation. In particular, the resultative 
predicate is not a part of it. If children produce less complex complements with these 
verbs, it is not necessarily a reflex of an incomplete argument structure.    
Finally, in the resultative task, a complicating factor was introduced: the linking to 
direct object of a theme that is not directly affected. The consequent non-canonicity 
influenced the results only marginally. 
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In the data pertaining to the tasks under review so far, occasional errors were found. 
These errors were few in number, but they occurred mainly in the language-impaired 
group. Without intending to inflate the value of these findings, I will quote some 
examples. These errors represent incorrect argument structures like the ones that were 
occasionally witnessed in the Bol and Kuiken (1988) corpus (7.2.3). For example, four 
children produced erroneous argument structures with the verb geven (‘give’) - I will 
only cite examples performed on this item, as they were the most unambiguous: 
 
M (7;5) de papa geeft naar die meisje en naar die jongen 
  ‘the daddy gives to that girl and to that boy’ 
A (7;7) dat meisje ging aan die vrouw geven 
  ‘that girl go (PAST) to that woman give’98 
 
In these utterances, only the goal is linked to an argument; the theme is omitted. While 
omission of the goal PP (or NP) is permitted, omission of the theme NP is not. One 
might object that, if the child is prompted the verb, a response such as the ones we see 
here point at a failure to fulfil the obligations of the task rather than a violation of 
argument structure that derives from an incomplete representation of the argument 
structure of geven. In that sense, these responses may be interpreted in the same way a 
DOT complement is (although the DOT option is more admissible if seen in 
potentially elliptical contexts).   
 
I would like to add a few incidental observations. While the coding of the children’s 
responses was done in a consistent way, the categories do not reflect all characteristics 
of the SLI children’s output. Even if it was possible to identify thematic roles and 
arguments in a reliable way, the utterances were different from the output of the 
controls. The responses were riddled with non-fluency: mazes occurred quite often and 
indicated hesitations in the production of the argument structures. Lexical errors were 
more frequent than among the normally developing children. In particular, incorrect 
prepositions were selected99. Also, actions were occasionally labelled by the wrong 
verb item - this is an area that will be addressed directly in Chapter 9, when the focus 
will be on specificity in action naming. 
The agreement errors reported in Chapter 4 occurred in the responses to this task as 
well, including errors in determiner selection. (Also, though this is an observation that 
is not relevant here, kinship relations were often hypothesised in an unexpected way).  
The output, in short, was different from that of the normals in a number of aspects that 
lie beyond our research scope. While these variables were not included in our research 
                                                 
98In the first example the preposition naar is substituted for aan. Aan is the proper item to precede an NP 
in a dative role. Naar is a directional preposition not fit for this slot. Ging is the past tense form of the 
pleonastic auxiliary verb gaan that we have encountered before. 
99Examples are: gooien aan (‘throw’) instead of gooien naar, geven tegen (‘give’) instead of geven aan, 
duwen aan (‘push’) instead of duwen naar. Gooien and duwen were control items included to elicit an 
innovative dative alternation. While alternation did not occur, in just these few instances the children did 
select the preposition that is proper within the prepositional dative - aan - instead of a directional 
preposition. Tegen (‘against’) is an error in the sense that the example quoted above (naar) is.  
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questions, their impact made the labelling by category of the language-impaired 
children’s responses more difficult than with the controls. It is important to at least 
consider this context - it exists even while we manage to salvage codable responses 
from the corpus. This general impression also contributes to a picture of SLI that 
involves a broader range of symptoms than certain theoretical points of view may lead 
us to think.  
 
 
 
 
8.7 Is there a correlation between agreement and argument structure in 
SLI? 
 
 
The second research question in this chapter is: 

- Do verb-morphological problems correlate with verb argument structure 
problems in the output of children with SLI? 

The rationale for this question was outlined in section 3.2. In the same chapter 
(3.4.3.1) the composition of the groups involved in the present comparison was 
described. The selection of the children was reported in Chapter 4 (4.2.4, 4.3.4).  
To recapitulate, a criterion was chosen to distinguish children with a marked 
morphological error rate from children whose output showed only marginal 
vulnerability of grammatical morphology. In the present section I return to these two 
groups, in order to establish whether the two linguistic symptom areas - tense and 
agreement on the one hand, alternation and verb complementation on the other - 
interrelate empirically. 
On a number of measures a comparison will be made between a group of children who 
under the criteria set in Chapter 4 showed significant morphological shortcomings 
(called the M+ group in section 3.4.3.1; n=15) and a group of children who did not 
(labelled M-, n=9). Unfortunately, the groups are unequal in size - statistics will have 
to deal with this difference. In the formation of the groups, priority was given to the 
selection of children who belonged in the group without a reasonable doubt. 
 
In a relative sense, these groups represent children in whom functional category 
problems are absent or present, respectively. They were compared on measures of verb 
complementation. 
In order to address correlation between morphology and verb argument structure, I 
have included the most informative categories from each of the tasks discussed in this 
chapter. Most of them revealed significant differences between the language-impaired 
children and the normals. Taking these variables as a measure of the extent to which 
verb argument structure is affected, the same difference will now be probed for an SLI 
group-internal comparison. 
In addition to categories that showed a significant difference between the impaired 
children and the controls, other categories that involved a particle were added. After 
all, they might stand in for the PPs that children with SLI performed poorly on. The 
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aim now is to determine whether the between-group difference on various measures is 
mirrored by a within-group discrepancy that divides children with SLI.  
A viable hypothesis is, that the SLI/VA difference will be mirrored by a M+/M- 
difference. The M+ children are predicted to perform more poorly on complex 
complements than the M- children. If this prediction is confirmed, the position that the 
symptoms of grammatical SLI (after all, the M+ children can be argued to exhibit the 
symptoms of grammatical SLI more clearly than the M- children) are confined to 
functional categories must be rejected.    
A Mann-Whitney U test was performed for the categories in Table 8.19. The causative 
items were not included because they represent monotransitive or intransitive verb 
frames and by definition did not allow for the double argument complementation. 
Apart from the individual categories (the resultative, locative and dative items) 
collapsed scores were entered for: bare verbs, single arguments, double arguments and 
single arguments plus particle combinations. The only category that revealed a 
significant difference between the M+ and M- groups was the ditransitive use of 
geven. The M- outperformed the M+ group on that measure (p=0.0796; Z=-1.7691). 
This finding is in line with the prediction. 
Another way of probing the relationship between the two areas that are investigated in 
this study is by measuring correlation. Using the same collapsed categories as in the 
M+/M- comparison (single arguments, double arguments etc.), none correlated with 
group membership.   
Let me add one element to this line of reasoning. Language-impaired children, as a 
group, do not perform as well as normals on measures of argument structure. Within 
the language impaired group the M+ and M- group differ on one measure only. The 
fact that M- children also have difficulties in verb complementation, argues for a 
different dissociation pattern: it reveals that a problem with verb complementation can 
exist in the relative absence of  morphological failure. 
 
Table 8.19: Comparison of verb complementation results between a group of children 
with (M+) and a group of children without (M-) significant morphological errors; the 
figures are group means 
 
 M+ 

(n=15) 
M- 
(n=9) 

Number of alternations 1.00 0.78 
Causative task:   
Bare verb 0.40 0.33 
ST0 1.93 1.88 
SAPPT / SADOT 2.20 2.88 
Locative task:   
Bare verb 1.46 1.11 
Single postverbal argument 2.73 2.44 
Double postverbal argument 0.46 1.11 
Single postverbal argument + 
particle 

0.73 0.66 
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Resultative task:   
Bare verb 4.46 2.77 
Single postverbal argument 1.93 1.66 
DOTPP 1.26 2.44 
DOTP 2.20 3.11 
VCL 0.60 1.11 
Clausal complementation task   
Bare verb 1.20 0.78 
Clausal complements 0.93 1.33 
Geven: DOTPPG + DOGDOT 0.53 1.11 

 
The results of the comparison within the language-impaired group could be taken to be 
self-explanatory. After all, they could be read as indicating that the diagnosis ‘specific 
language impairment’ predicts the children’s performance on all tasks, be they 
morphological or not. However, the findings are not trivial if put in the context of the 
course that SLI research has taken. In recent years the attention has concentrated ever 
more on the morphological components of the grammar. Gopnik (1990) has paved the 
way for a conception of specific language disorder according to which this focal point 
is more than heuristic. She has argued that this is the key area affected in SLI. 
Theoretically, she has proposed grammatical modules (first labelled semantico-
syntactic features, later implicit morphological rules) that are uniquely implicated in 
the disorder. Finding morphological problems to be associated with limitations in verb 
complementation is therefore intriguing100. Other theories that narrowly focus on 
grammatical morphology as the ‘clinical marker’ of SLI are also contradicted by these 
findings.  
Argument structure might have been unaffected. However, it was not. A different type 
of SLI could have been found that is characterised only (or mainly) by difficulties in 
verb complementation. This was not the case. What was found was a close association 
of shortcomings in morphology and verb argument structure. The significance of this 
finding is that we must broaden our concept of language impairment so that it includes 
aspects of language that lie beyond functional categories. 
In the conclusion of this book (Chapter 10) this issue will be revisited. The 
implications of the co-occurrence of symptoms in two areas - verb morphology and 
verb complementation - in one type of disorder will be discussed there.  
 

                                                 
100I do not refer here to the correlation analysis in which verb complementation was related to membership 
of the M+ or M- group. No correlation was found. Instead, I take the poor performance on verb 
complementation among the SLI group as a whole to indicate that both areas are symptomatic of SLI. 




